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SPECIFICATION OF L-LYSINE HCL
Commodity Name: L-lysine HCL
Synonyms: L-Lysine Monohydrochloride,2,6-Diaminohexanoic Acid Monohydrochloride
CAS No:657-27-2
H.S.Code: 29224110
Molecular Weight:182.65
Chemical Formula: C6H14N2O2-HCL
Description:White or almost white crystal powder,smell-less.
Specification: FCCIV,AJI92,USP26

Packing: 25kgs plastic bag
Usages: (1)In feed industry: Lysine is a kind of amino acid, which can't be compounded automatically in
the animal body. It is indispensable for lysine to compound brain nerve, generative cell core protein and

hemoglobin. Growing animals are prone to lack lysine. The faster animals grow, the more lysine animals

need. So it is called the ‘growing amino acid’. So it has the function of increasing the practical utilities of

feed, improving the meat quality and promoting the trowth of animals.

(2) In food industry: Lysine is one of important compositions of protein. The body requires Lysine which

is one of eight essential amino acids, but cannot synthesize it so it must be provided in the diet. For a

good enhancing agent, add lysine to potables, rice, flour, and it will rise up the rate for utilizing protein so

that it can enhance food nutrition greatly. It is also an efficient dietary supplement in improving growth,

Item Requirement Result

Appearance
White or brown

powder,
Complies

Content(Dry Basis) ≥98.5% 98.51

SPECIFIC ROTATION +18.0~+21.5 20.68

DRY WEIGHTLESSNESS ≤1.0% 0.26

BURN DRAFF ≤0.3% 0.13

AMMONIUM SALT ≤0.04% 0.013

HEAVY METAL(AS Pb) ≤0.003% PASS

ARSENIC ≤0.0002% PASS

PH(10g/dl) 5.0-6.0 5.73

Conclusion: The results conform to the Specification
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adjusting appetite, reducing diseases, and making the body stronger. It can deodorize and keep fresh in

tinned food.

(3) In Pharmaceutical Industry: Lysine is available for formatting compound amino acid infusion and

making effection better than hydrolytic protein withless side-effects. It can be made a nutritional

enhancing agent with various vitamins and glucoses, and is easily absorbed in the gastrointestine after

consumption. Lysine can also better the performances of some drugs and improve their efficiency.

Storage: Store in a cool, dry, ventilated environment.
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